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Abstract

We consider the conventional left-right gauge extension of the standard model of

quarks and leptons without a scalar bidoublet. We study systematically how one-loop

radiative Dirac neutrino masses may be obtained. In addition to two well-known cases

from almost 30 years ago, we find two new scenarios with verifiable predictions.
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Introduction :

To explain why neutrino masses are so small, one approach is to consider the case where they

are forbidden at tree level and only arise radiatively. In the standard model (SM) without a

singlet right-handed neutrino, the left-handed neutrino may only acquire a mass through a

dimension-five operator [1], i.e.

LM = −κij
Λ

(νiφ
0 − liφ+)(νjφ

0 − ljφ+) +H.c. (1)

This means that neutrino masses are Majorana and suppressed by the large scale Λ. In 1998,

it was shown [2] how this operator may be realized in three and only three ways at tree level

(establishing thus the nomenclature of Types I, II, and III seesaw), as well as in one loop,

assuming only fermions and scalars in the loop. Whereas Majorana neutrino masses are

theoretically desirable in this context, there is at present still no supporting experimental

evidence from neutrinoless double beta decay. Perhaps neutrinos are Dirac particles after

all, and lepton number is actually conserved, in which case the question remains as to why

they are so small. A general study in the context of the SM has recently appeared [3].

In this paper we focus on the conventional left-right gauge model, which contains the

right-handed neutrino in an SU(2)R doublet and is thus a natural framework for considering

Dirac neutrinos. To connect the SU(2)L fermion doublet with the SU(2)R fermion doublet,

a scalar bidoublet is required. Suppose a bidoublet is absent [4], then there are no fermion

masses in the minimal model. However, they may be generated by dimenion-five operators,

in analogy with Eq. (1). Specifically, Dirac neutrino masses come from the operator

LD = −κij
Λ

(ν̄iLφ̄
0
L − l̄iLφ−L)(νjRφ

0
R − ljRφ+

R) +H.c. (2)

These operators may be realized at tree level using heavy singlet quarks and leptons, i.e. the

mechanism of Dirac seesaw. Suppose only quark and charged-lepton masses are obtained

in this fashion. Neutrinos would then appear to be massless. However Eq. (2) may still be

realized in one loop and neutrinos acquire small Dirac masses, as detailed below.
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Four Generic Structures :

There are four and only four generic structures which realize Eq. (2), in exact analogy to

how Eq. (1) is realized in Ref. [2]. The idea is very simple. To connect νL with νR in one

loop, we need an internal fermion line and an internal scalar line. There are thus only four

ways to do this.

• (A) Attach both φL and φR to the fermion line.

• (B) Attach both φL and φR to the scalar line.

• (C) Attach φL to the fermion line and φR to the scalar line.

• (D) Attach φL to the scalar line and φR to the fermion line.

Model (A) :

A possible implementation of this idea is to add a charged scalar singlet χ−, as shown in

Fig. 1. This was done many years ago [5] and it implies that charged leptons have seesaw

νL νRχ−

eL eR

φ0
L φ0

R

E

Figure 1: Dirac neutrino mass in Model (A).

masses from three heavy singlet leptons E. It is the left-right analog of the Zee model [6],

but without the need for a second scalar doublet. Note that the d quark may be used instead

of e, then χ− should be replaced with a colored scalar singlet with charge −1/3.
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Model (B) :

To make the connection in this case, the heavy singlet lepton is again used, as shown in

Fig. 2. This was also done many years ago [7]. A second scalar SU(2)L doublet (η+L , η
0
L) as

νL νRE

η+L η+R

φ0
L φ0

R

Figure 2: Dirac neutrino mass in Model (B).

well as a second scalar SU(2)R doublet (η+R , η
0
R) are needed, because the invariant quartic

scalar coupling is required to be of the form

(φ+
Lη

0
L − φ0

Lη
+
L )∗(φ+

Rη
0
R − φ0

Rη
+
R). (3)

It is thus also a left-right analog of the Zee model, but without the charged scalar singlet.

Without loss of generality, we have chosen in Fig. 2 〈η0L,R〉 = 0, so that η±L,R are the physical

charged scalars, whereas φ±L,R have become the longitudinal components of W±
L,R.

If the heavy E lepton is replaced by the heavy D quark, then ηL and ηR are replaced

by the corresponding scalar leptoquark doublets. In this case, charged leptons also obtain

radiative masses from these same leptoquark doublets through the heavy U quarks.

If we impose a discrete Z2 symmetry such that ηL,R and E are odd, then this is a left-right

analog of the well-known scotogenic model [8] of radiative seesaw neutrino mass through dark

matter, as discussed recently [9].

Model (C) :

This is a new proposal and requires the existence of an exotic SU(2)R scalar doublet
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(ζ++
R , ζ+R ). Again, if d and D are used instead of e and E, χ and ζ are replaced with

νL νReL ER

χ− ζ+R

φ0
R

φ0
L

Figure 3: Dirac neutrino mass in Model (C).

the corresponding singlet and doublet scalar leptoquarks respectively.

Model (D) :

This is the companion to (C) and requires the existence of an exotic SU(2)L scalar doublet

(ζ++
L , ζ+L ). Note that if we have both ζL and ζR, then Model (B) may be realized in Fig. 2

νL νREL
eR

ζ+L χ−

φ0
L

φ0
R

Figure 4: Dirac neutrino mass in Model (D).

by reversing the arrows of the internal lines and replacing ηL,R with ζL,R.
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Discussion :

To discover which of the above mechanisms is truly responsible for the radiative generation

of Dirac neutrino masses, the corresponding new particles in the loop would have to be

observed experimentally. Of particular interest are the doubly charged scalars ζ++
L,R. It is

of course well-known that a scalar triplet (ξ++, ξ+, ξ0) may couple to the doublet neutrinos

directly and provide them with Majorana masses with a small 〈ξ0〉. In that case [10], the

decays of ξ++ would map out [11] the elements of the 3 × 3 neutrino mass matrix. These

decays have been searched for at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Assuming 100%(50%)

branching fraction to e−Le
−
L , the ATLAS Collaboration has the preliminary [12] lower bound

of 570(530) GeV on its mass, based on an integrated luminosity of 13.9 fb−1 at 13 TeV.

However, if ξ is indeed responsible for the meutrino mass matrix, its branching fraction to

e−Le
−
L is proportional to the ee entry of the 3× 3 Majorana neutrino mass matrix and if that

is zero, there will be no bound from the LHC in this mode. Note also that if the decay is to

e−Re
−
R instead, the ATLAS bound becomes 420(380) GeV. Recently, it was shown [13] that

the pair production of doubly charged scalars may be enhanced by photon-photon fusion,

resulting in an improvement of the above limits.

In the models we are concerned with, the doubly charged scalar ζ++
L is part of an SU(2)L

doublet, whereas ζ++
R is part of an SU(2)R doublet, so it is an SU(2)L singlet. This is impor-

tant because any SU(2)L doublet or triplet will contribute to the S, T, U oblique parameters

in precision electroweak measurements, but not a singlet. In the triplet Higgs model, these

are important constraints [14]. In this context, we note that the new particles of Model (C)

are all SM singlets, i.e. χ−, (ζ++
R , ζ+R ), EL,R, and (φ+

R, φ
0
R), so they will not affect the oblique

parameters.

Details of Model (C) :

The charged leptons e, µ, τ obtain masses through the heavy singlets E1,2,3 in the 6×6 Dirac
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mass matrix linking (ēL, µ̄L, τ̄L; Ē1L, Ē2L, Ē3L) to (eR, µR, τR;E1R, E2R, E3R):

MeE =

(
0 ML

MR ME

)
, (4)

where ML,R are 3× 3 mass matrices proportional to 〈φ0
L,R〉 respectively. Hence

Me =MLM−1
E MR. (5)

In the scalar sector, in addition to the ΦL,R doublets, there are the charged singlet χ−

and the exotic doublet ζ = (ζ++
R , ζ+R ). From the structure of Fig. 3, it is clear that χ− carries

lepton number L = +2 and ζ carries L = −2. The most general scalar potential is then

given by

V = −µ2
LΦ†LΦL − µ2

RΦ†RΦR + µ2
1χ

+χ− + µ2
2ζ
†ζ + [µ3χ

−(Φ†Rζ) +H.c.]

+
1

2
λL(Φ†LΦL)2 +

1

2
λR(Φ†RΦR)2 +

1

2
λχ(χ+χ−)2 +

1

2
λζ(ζ

†ζ)2

+ λLR(Φ†LΦL)(Φ†RΦR) + λLχ(Φ†LΦL)(χ+χ−) + λLζ(Φ
†
LΦL)(ζ†ζ)

+ λRχ(Φ†RΦR)(χ+χ−) + λRζ(Φ
†
RΦR)(ζ†ζ) + λχζ(χ

+χ−)(ζ†ζ). (6)

As the gauge symmetries SU(2)L,R get broken by 〈φ0
L,R〉 = vL,R, where

µ2
L = λLv

2
L + λLRv

2
R, (7)

µ2
R = λRv

2
R + λLRv

2
L, (8)

only
√

2Re(φ0
L,R) = hL,R become physical fields, with

m2
hL

= 2λLv
2
L, m2

hR
= 2λRv

2
R. (9)

The other physical scalars are χ−, ζ++
R , and ζ+R . The 2 × 2 mass-squared matrix spanning

(χ±, ζ±R ) is of the form

M2
χ,ζ =

(
m2
χ µ3vR

µ3vR m2
ζ++

)
, (10)
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where

m2
χ = µ2

1 + λLχv
2
L + λRχv

2
R, (11)

m2
ζ++ = µ2

2 + λLζv
2
L + λRζv

2
R. (12)

Let the two mass eigenstates be

h±1 = χ± cos θ − ζ±R sin θ, h±2 = χ± sin θ + ζ±R cos θ, (13)

with m1 < m2, then Eq. (10) implies that m1 < mζ++ < m2.

The decay of ζ++
R is possible through the allowed coupling ζ++

R liREjR and the conversion

of ER to lR through the 6 × 6 mass matrix of Eq. (4). This is thus a two-body decay with

final state liRljR, analogous to the Higgs triplet case for neutrino mass but with the opposite

chirality. Another possible decay is to h+1 and a (virtual) W+
R which becomes l+i νi or d̄iui,

with h+1 decaying subsequently to l+j ν̄j, as shown in Fig. 5. Whereas the two-body decay is

ζ++
R h+

1

W+
R l+i , d̄i

νi, ui

h+
1

l+j

ν̄j

Figure 5: Decay of the exotic scalar ζ++
R .

suppressed by l − E mixing, the three-body decay is suppressed by sin θ of Eq. (13). If the

latter is not small, then the amplitude of Fig. 5 may be significant or even dominant. Its

signature is then ζ++
R → l+i l

+
j + missing energy, or ζ++

R → l+ + 2 jets + missing energy.

For ζ±±R pair production at the LHC, a distinctive final state of 4 charged leptons + missing

energy may be observed. Future dedicated analyses based on the decay chain shown in Fig. 5

would be necessary to extract information on the existence of ζ++
R .
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The Scalar Leptoquark Option :

The particles in the loop of Fig. 3, i.e. eL, ER, χ
−, ζ+R , may be replaced by their color

counterparts, i.e. dL, DR, χ
−1/3, ζ

1/3
R . In that case, the distinctive feature of the model is

the exotic scalar leptoquark doublet (ζ
4/3
R , ζ

1/3
R ). The singlet-doublet mixing of χ±1/3 with

ζ
±1/3
R is of the same form as Eq. (10). Hence ζ

−4/3
R decays to lidj through d−D mixing, as

well as W−
R (νidj − liuj) in analogy to Fig. 5. If the latter dominates, the signature is again

not that of the conventional scalar leptoquark, and requires more detailed analysis of future

LHC data to search for its existence.

Exchange of WL and WR :

A radiative Dirac neutrino mass is generated through WL −WR mixing, so that mν/ml has

a natural lower bound [15]. In the absence of a scalar bidoublet, WL and WR do not mix.

However, once the u and d quarks obtain masses, mixing does occur [16, 17] in one loop.

Together with the appearance of charged-lepton masses, Dirac neutrino masses are induced

in two loops. These are presumably subdominant effects to our one-loop Dirac neutrino

masses. In addition, the analog of the 2W exchange diagram [18] for Majorana neutrino

mass in the SM also exists, as shown in Fig. 6. This shows that even if only one neutrino,

ν2,3 ν2,3l lν1

WL

WR

Figure 6: Dirac neutrino mass from WL,R exchange.

say ν1, picks up a Dirac mass from Eq. (2), the other neutrinos ν2,3 will get nonzero radiative
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masses as well, although in practice they are numerically negligible.

Concluding Remarks :

In the context of the well-known left-right gauge model of quarks and leptons, we study the

case where the scalar bidoublet is absent. Assuming that quark and charged leptons obtain

their masses through their corresponding heavy singlets using the Dirac seesaw mechanism,

we consider how one-loop Dirac neutrino masses may be obtained. We identify four generic

scenarios, two of which were proposed almost 30 years ago. We focus on one of the two

new scenarios, with a new charged singlet scalar χ− and an exotic SU(2)R scalar doublet

(ζ++
R , ζ+R ). We show how ζ++

R differs from the well-known doubly charged scalar in the Higgs

triplet model of neutrino mass, and discuss its distinctive decay signature at the LHC. We

also point out that there could be a scalar leptoquark variant of this radiative mechanism

using the exotic doublet (ζ
4/3
R , ζ

1/3
R ).
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